
Point of Sale and Back-
Office Software, Your Way

What Sets LOC Apart

LOC Software’s mission is, simply, to develop the best retail software solutions. Unlike other options 
on the market, LOC’s ThriVersA software platform is designed for ultimate flexibility. It allows retailers 
to choose the software features and functionality necessary to streamline processes, freely share data 

wherever needed, and deliver in-store and digital experiences that consumers demand. 

LOC Software gives retailers the 
functionality they require now and 

the agility to meet needs in an 
evolving market and stay ahead of 

technology advancements.

Flexible 
Software

LOC certifies its resellers 
to know every detail of its 

software to expertly configure 
screens, format reports, and 

manage data.

Easily 
Configurable

With LOC, retailers are never 
limited to working in the office. 

They can access data and 
manage their businesses from 

any location.

Browser-Based 
Software

A Proven Solution
LOC Software’s foundation is a blend of industry best 
practices, business logic, and data accessibility for 
smart decision-making. Every day, more than 10,000 
LOC Software systems help retailers around the 
world successfully manage their businesses.

https://www.locsoftware.com


ThriVersA: The Only Software Retailers Need
LOC Software’s all-in-one ThriVersA software suite empowers retailers to choose 

from essential modules that enable them to increase visibility into their businesses, 
intelligently use data, and operate most cost-effectively. 

Browser-based, hardware-agnostic 
software for selling products and 
managing a growing business.

Point of Sale
Centralized management of all POS 
and retail management systems and 
easy access to cloud data.

Enterprise

POS and back-office functionality 
on any device to enhance CX and 
streamline inventory management.

Mobile
Customer-facing solutions that keep 
lines short when ordering, checking 
out or enrolling in loyalty programs.

Self-Service

The most flexible loyalty program 
software available including a 
sophisticated marketing toolkit.

Loyalty
Robust payments functionality to 
optimize checkout experiences with 
choice and data protection.

Payments

Software designed to minimize 
shrinkage and manage inventory, 
including with perpetual models.

Supply Chain
Enhanced online CX with advanced 
lookup options, shopping cart 
integrations, and frictionless checkout.

eCommerce

Management of non-branded fuel 
sales and other types of sales, all 
from a single software platform.

Fuel
Advanced electronic invoicing 
capabilities for B2B and house accounts, 
providing real-time information.

Warehouse
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Industry Solutions
LOC Software’s platform comprises tools to enhance front-end operations and 

customer experiences, back-office and supply chain efficiency, all accessible 
from any connected device via web browser.

LOC Software’s Grocery Store Solutions reflect 30 years of industry experience and best 
practices and are designed with the flexibility to keep up with the rapidly evolving industry 
today. ThiriVersA loyalty, provides the most flexible and unique rewards, and ThriVersA 
Mobile and ThriVersA Self-Service provide line-busting capabilities.

Grocery
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ThriVersA empowers natural food retailers with a system that deploys quickly and adapts to 
their growing businesses. ThriVersA Loyalty allows them to manage co-op or membership 
programs, and ThriVersA ePOS, the cloud-based version of LOC’s robust point of sale 
software, allows retailers to provide service and manage their business from any device.

Natural Food

LOC allows C-store operators to manage fuel, grocery, made-to-order foods, tobacco 
products, and lottery ticket sales from a single system. ThriVersA Fuel with LOC’s POS 
functionality creates a robust non-branded fuel system, and ThriVersA Self-Service and 
Self-Checkout help keep lines moving and increase customer satisfaction.

Convenience Store

With LOC Software, liquor, pet, hardware, and other specialty retailers can manage detailed 
inventory, keep shrink to a minimum, and effectively operate an omnichannel business. 
ThriVersA also allows enterprises to control data flow and communications throughout the 
store or across the entire enterprise. 

Specialty Retail

Pharmacy retailers have the advantages of a unified point of sale system that allows them to 
manage over-the-counter, pharmacy and general merchandise sales. ThriVersA Supply Chain 
also allows pharmacies to manage complex inventory, including high-turnover and regulated 
products, and it integrates with leading pharmacy solutions for compliant operations.

Pharmacy
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Contact LOC Software to 
Connect with a Certified 
Reseller Near You
With LOC Software, no retailer has to configure and 
implement their retail management and POS system on their 
own. LOC has built a network of skilled reseller partners 
with technology and industry expertise, to provide the 
information, guidance, and support necessary for success 
with the solution. 
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